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NEWSLETTER 
2020 APRIL 

 

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 
 

 

Since the first announcement of Movement Control Order (MCO) has made by our Prime Minister 

in March 2020, CREST and our partners have working closely to provide relief to the poor and 

needy in Malaysia. 

With the ongoing movement control order (MCO), relief works were made harder to deliver. 

Braced not only by government restrictions, CREST Malaysia also had to endure criticism and 

backlash. One of the toughest tasks we faced was, managing perspectives during this Covid-19 

virus pandemic. Amidst the already tensed situation, CREST found themselves constantly having 

to defend their relief works against negative feedbacks and naysayers, as they continued to 

provide protective equipment and food supplies to the demands of those in dire need. 

 

 

Through this experience, CREST learned that it 

is vital to always equip people with sufficient and 

accurate information, as inaccurate or 

insufficient information can lead to disruption of 

work or service. Despite having to juggle the 

10km radius movement order and the many 

requests from hospitals and health clinics, 

CREST still managed to deliver the essential 

personal protective equipment to hospitals and 

health clinics (with permits obtained from 

relevant authorities) to six different states.  
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FOOD4HOPE 
  

Besides the supply of protective equipment, CREST also took the opportunity to partner with 

Malaysian CARE and REACH, to deliver food to the poor and those affected by the MCO at this 

time of crisis, under the Food4Hope campaign. CREST recognizes the application of MCO highly 

affects families who rely on day to day wages, and the poor. As a result, CREST collaborated with 

Malaysian CARE, tapping on their reliable community connection, and gained access to poor 

communities and the affected families in Ipoh, Miri, Kota Kinabalu and Klang Valley. To date, the 

campaign has reached 717 families, with 57% being Malaysians and 43% are refugees and 

migrants. CREST and Malaysian CARE are continuing their efforts to feed the poor and affected 

families throughout the Ramadan month. 
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TO OUR DONORS 

CREST is deeply saddened by their inability to 

raise funds for Malaysia in this time of need, by 

reason of having already raised funds at the end of 

January 2020, to help China battle against Covid-

19. And in this unprecedented time, CREST 

understands it is inappropriate to set up a relief 

fund and request for donations, as many are 

sharing the same boat of distress. CREST 

however takes comfort in knowing there are many 

individuals, NGOs, religious bodies and corporate 

companies raising funds for the people of 

Malaysia; and the existence of government reliefs 

that are set to lighten the burden of the people. 

CREST was privileged to discover light in this dark 

pandemic, through acts and deeds of kindness. 

Although China was facing a tough time with 

Covid-19, four volunteer teams from Hubei heard 

of Malaysia’s situation and immediately raised 

funds, individually. They donated protective equipment worth RM132,775.50 to Malaysia Covid-19 

Project. We also had the opportunity to work closely with PPB Group Berhad & Kuok Foundation, 

who donated protective equipment worth RM 150,000 and funded food supplies for close to 1800 

families have been distributed by CREST to those in need.  

In addition to all of this, CREST has also extended help to partners in Philippines (one NGO) and 

Indonesia (three NGOs’) with each receiving RM10,000.00 for Covid-19 relief works; obtained from 

CREST’s emergency fund that is designated to help a few specific countries in times of crisis. 

CREST strongly believes that on our own we could not have extended help to this magnitude, but it is 

with the help of donors, partners and volunteers; with which CREST was granted access to reach out 

and help hospitals, health clinics, the poor and the affected families. It is often the strength of a team 

that allows great works to come alive.  
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ANNOUNCEMENT  
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